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Slidebook digital microscopy software
Digital microscopy software for acquisition and analysis
SlideBook 6 features a completely redesigned user interface based on a ribbon UI grouping similar functions for fast
and intuitive use. The resulting improvement in user efficiency reduces the need for mouse clicks, dialog boxes and
drop down menus. Features previously found in drop down menus are now readily available at the click of a button.
SlideBook’s streamlined operations and enhanced graphics benefit everyone from individual researchers to core facilities.

CAPABILITIES
• CAPTURE: Drive hundreds of devices including microscopes, stages,
lasers, wheels, piezos, scanners, shutters and many more via serial commands and TTL pulses.

• VIEW: See and inspect specimen data through any numbers of portals,
from single images to z-stacks, time lapse, color channels and 4D views.
• ANALYZE: Analyze images and extract statistical data via a wide
variety of algorithms while maintaining original data integrity.
• SCRIPTING: Write macros for many processing commands to
automate sequences of operations and ensure that all images in each
slide are processed identically.
• MATLAB® INTEROPERABILITY: Export channel and mask data directly to MATLAB® for analysis and port
matrix data back to SlideBook as channels and masks for viewing and supplemental analysis.
• COMMUNICATE: Present and export data easily as 16-bit TIFFs, 3D movies, graphs or spreadsheets. Data
is directly portable to MATLAB® and Excel and adheres to Open Microscopy Environment standards.

MODULES
3D Deconvolution

Synchronization

Scanning

of TTL Devices
AutoQuant 3D Blind
Deconvolution

Digital Holography

CellNet™ Pattern
Recognition

Rapid 4D Streaming

Super-Resolution Particle
Tracking

Ratio Imaging

FLIM
FRET
Photomanipulation
Stereology
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Marianas Real-time confocal system
Customizable advanced fluorescence
microscopy platform for live cell research

CSU-W1 Deep and Clear
• Increased pinhole spacing for decreased cross-talk and deep tissue imaging
• 50μm and 25μm pinhole disks for high and low NA objectives
• Large field of view for sCMOS and 1K EMCCD cameras
• Available simultaneous 2-camera imaging or 2-channel split-view imaging
• Double-disk design includes bypass position for widefield imaging
• Available near IR excitation to 785nm

CSU-X1 Speed
• Highest speed spinning disk confocal fast 3D imaging
• 50μm pinhole disks for high NA objectives
• Far lower photodamage than point scanning
• Optimized for interline or EMCCD cameras
• Available for 1 or 2 cameras
• Available disk-bypass mode for widefield imaging

Vector TIRF
• Motorized X,Y TIRF Illumination
• X,Y Automated TIRF angle control
• Millisecond TIRF angle switch time
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VIVO 2-photon
World’s most flexible multiphoton microscopy platform for neuroscience studies

300 micron thick brain slice (P3 mouse) from auditory brainstem containing circuits involved in sound localization. A stimulating electrode is visible in the Lateral
Superior Olive (lower left). Medial Nucleus of the Trapezoid Body (MNTB) neurons are patched with a recording electrode containing AlexaFlour 594 hydrazide,
which fills and labels the axon arbors (recording electrode upper right). Image courtesy of Dr. Catherine Weisz (University of Pittsburgh Medical Center).
Hippocampal neurons in brain sections that express YFP in
isolated neurons that were previously infected with AAV-Cre
then stained with a beta galactosidase primary and Alexa-555
secondary. Imaged on VIVO 2-Photon with SlideBook.

A digital hologram of 32 microns diameter is projected onto a
brain slice using Temporal Focusing for Phasor 2P (shown in red
in figure A and alone in figure B) and without temporal focusing
(shown in green in figure A and alone in figure C). Images are
pseudocolored and superimposed to show the dramatic axial
confinement that temporal focusing creates.

Phasor
• Digital Holography System
• Simultaneous stimulation of non-adjacent regions in X,Y and Z
• Optogenetic and channelrhodopsin studies
• A substantial portion of the excitation light can be directed to an illumination pattern
• Illuminates entire pattern simultaneously with no scanning
• Patterns can be remotely focused to a plane other than the imaging plane
• Patterns can be defined in 3D
• Fast pattern update rate (~30 Hz)
• 2-Photon version available with optional Temporal Focusing
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Lattice Lightsheet
Revolutionary light sheet microscopy system with spatiotemporal
super-resolution and single-molecule sensitivity for live cell research

How it's made
1. Cylindrical lenses stretch the input beam to form a sheet
2. SLM Generates an optical lattice of bessel beams
3. Annular mask removes artifacts and lengthens the sheet
4. Galvos sweep the sheet in z and dither the sheet in x

Spinning disk confocal

Lattice Lightsheet

Red: mCherry Lifeact expressed
in NK cells
Green: Lifeact expressed in K562 cells
Lystic synapse formation
with 50ms exposures

Lightsheet excitation efficiency
reduces phototoxicity

Light dose / phototoxicity

Cell Viability

Latiice Lightsheet

SPIM

Spinning disk confocal

Usable acquisition speed

100-500fps

50-100fps

20-50fps

Total light dose

Minimum required

> 10 x minimum

> 100 x minimum

XYZ resolution

150 x 230 x 280 nm (SIM)
230 x 230 x 370 nm
(Dither)@1.1NA

370 x 370 x 760 nm (SPIM)
330 x 330 x 330 nm
(diSPIM)@0.8NA

180 x 180 x 750 nm @ 1.1NA
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Marianas Lightsheet
Versatile live cell light sheet microscope

Marianas LightSheet™ merges the low phototoxicity and large specimen handling of dual inverted selective plane illumination
(diSPIM) with the power and flexibility of a live-cell microscope system. diSPIM technology enables rapid 3D imaging of samples
ranging from single cells to small organisms over the course of hours to days. Unlike capillary-based light sheet methods, diSPIM
allows for standard specimen preparation in standard dishes in standard media. Combined with spinning disk confocal, TIRF,
FLIM and photomanipulation, Marianas LightSheet is a powerful live-cell imaging workstation. SlideBook™ hardware and
software integration seamlessly manages acquisition, alignment, deconvolution and rendering.
diSPIM employs two orthogonal objectives positioned at 45° above the specimen plane. By alternating between the objectives for
imaging and excitation, diSPIM captures two volumes that are fused and deconvolved to achieve isotropic resolution.
The sheet is swept through the sample at high speed while a piezo moves the imaging objective to capture data up to 600 images
per second.

The most flexible sample accommodation of any light sheet
50μm grid

Drosophila embryo with
DAPI staining of DNA

Horizontal specimen mounting supports conventional preparations such as coverslips and Petri dishes
and provides a platform for custom-designed chambers.
Open sample chamber allows specimens of various sizes, ranging from cells to whole organisms.
Inverted microscope enables long term live cell experiments with available perfusion and incubator for
full environmental control.

10μm grid
HeLa cells with fluorescently labeled Actin and DNA

50μm grid
4 day old live zebra fish larva expressing GFP
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MuVi SPIM
Imaging Life In The Fast Lane

Latest sCMOS camera technology and optimized combinations of objective lenses enable you to obtain the best from your sample:
data you always wanted but could never get.
• Large Field of view
• Close-to-confocal resolution
• Very high imaging speed
• Highest sensitivity and minimal noise

A fruit fly embryo from when it was about two-and-a-half
hours old until it walked away from the microscope as a
larva

3D construction images of zebrafish and zebrafish eye

360° Illumination and detection

• Multiple view imaging of large
samples at unprecedented speed
• Long-term stability
• Time series over several days
• Robust image registration
• Efficient data fusion and visualization

The four objective lenses allow four combinations of illumination and detection. This
provides four orthogonal views of the specimen without the need for sample rotation,
enabling:
Laser

Laser combiner with six laser positions
Available laser lines 445, 488, 515, 532, 561, 594, 642, 685nm with 50mW each

Illumination optics

Two identical illumination arms, Chromatic correction from 440 to 660nm
Light-sheet generation by beam scanning, Variable light-sheet thickness (optional)

Detection optics

Two identical detection arms
Fast filter wheels with 10 positions and 50 ms between adjacent positions
Filters adapted to the selected laser lines
Variable magnification (optional), High-speed sCMOS cameras Hamamatsu Orca Flash 4.0
with 2048 x 2048 pixels of 6.5 µm x 6.5 µm size

Objective lens mounting unit

High precision mounting unit, Fast exchange of the unit with high precision
2 x Nikon CFI Plan Fluor 10XW 0.3 NA water immersion for illumination
2 x Nikon CFI Apo LWD 25XW 1.1 NA water immersion for detection

Sample chamber and stage

Water-sealed inert PEEK plastic chamber, autoclavable and biocompatible
Sample supported from below for improved stability
Fast and precise temperature control, range 15-40°C
High-precision XYZ and fast rotation stage
XYZ piezo crawler stage with 100 nm resolution and 8.5 mm (X) and 1.2 mm (YZ) travel
range for fast sample positioning and stack acquisition
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InVi SPIM
Imaging most delicate biological samples

Inverted
• Inverted microscope configuration
• Easy access to the sample chamber
• Sample chamber and immersion medium separated
• Illumination objective: 10 x @ 0.3 NA, H2O immersion
• Detection objective: 25 x @ 1.1 NA, H2O immersion

Fast
• Imaging with highly sensitive sCMOS cameras
• 140 fps @ 512 x 2048 px
• 125 fps @1024 x 2048 px
• 75 fps @ 2048 x 2048 px
Flexible
• Customizable laser combiner, up to 6 positions:
445 / 488 / 515 / 532 / 561 / 594 / 642 / 685 nm @ 50 mW
• Simultaneous 2 channel recording
• Fast 10 position configurable filter wheel per channel
• Customizable and easily changeable sample carrier
Scanned
• Adjustable light sheet thickness: 2–8 µm
• Flexible light sheet area
Cell fate is biased toward ICM or
TE lineage from the 16-cell stage.

2 Detection modes
• Area mode for fast and high sensitivity imaging
• Line scanning mode for background suppression

illumination objective
(IL), imaging objective
(IM)

Model of the sample
holder: transparent FEP
membrane (M), embryo
samples (S)
Strnad et al, Nature
Methods 2015

Strnad et al, Nature
Methods 2015
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IMAGING MACHINE
for High Content Screening

Zebrafish
• Dorsal orientation tool
• Lateral orientation tool
• Image optimization – Deconvolution
• Smart Imaging interface (TCP based)
• Visualization tools

(Time-Lapse)Cell based
• Optimized Temperature control – unique laminar
flow design for MT plates
• Light power sensor at sample level
• precise re-positioning (linear motor axis + 1nm
resolution encoder)
• Laser Autofocus
• Smart Imaging Interface (TCP based)

Drosophila
• Large / thick 3D specimen
• Image optimization / de-blurring
• Smart Imaging interface (TCP based)
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HIVE
Solution for Big data
3 Modules:

• Core for Processing
• Net for Communication
• Data for Storage

Hive Module configuration

High speed microscope example
• Lightsheet microscope
• Large format sCMOS
• Laser scanning confocal, Spinning disk, Screening microscope
• 3 HIVE modules recommended
Small core facility example
• 1 to 2 rooms
• up to 5 microscopes
• up to 3 Image Analysis workstations
• 3 HIVE modules recommended

Medium core facility example
• 3 to 4 rooms
• 5 to 10 microscopes
• up to 5 Image Analysis Workstations
• 5-7 HIVE modules recommended (depending on microscopes)

Specification
HIVE CORE

3.6 GHz Hexcore CPU, Nvidia GTX970 GPU, Win Server 2012 R2 OS, 10TB data safe
storage with RAID5, VPN based remote desktop access, 128GB DDR4 RAM

HIVE NET

Integrated software Defined Network (SDN) router, 240Gb/s backbone, 12x10Gb/s router,
UPS battery backup for data safety

HIVE DATA

RAID6 array in 52, 78, or 104TB, Resilient file system (ReFS), Connectivity via Host
Bus Adapter @ 4x12Gbit/s, Plug-and-play expansion of storage, Data collection rates at
800MB/s, Hotswap Disk Replacement
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Polygon400 Patterned Illumination
• Built in DLP allows users to create custom, user specified spatial patterns of light.
• Simultaneous illumination of multiple regions of interest Very high spatial resolution
(0.4μ x 0.4μ at 40X) allowing for single, multi, and sub-cell illumination.
• 4kHz frame rate allows for exceptionally fast pattern switching between multiple patterns.
• Excellent illumination uniformity across the entire field of view
• Easy integration with all microscopes either by coupling into the infinity path,
or C-Mount ports.
• USB 2.0 interface and Windows drivers for straightforward compatibly with any lab PC.

Polygon400 Software & Synchronization Control
• Operate the Polygon400 with Mightex’s PolyScan, a software platform deigned to provide optimal experience to bioscience
and optogenetic researchers.
• Integrated with several 3rd party software platforms including: Nikon’s NIS Elements, μManager, and NeuroPG.
• Standard with BNC trigger in and trigger out ports for electrical synchronization with amplifiers, cameras and
other lab equipment.

G-Series

The Polygon400 G-Series does not have any built-in light
sources. Instead, light is coupled into the Polygon400
through a 3-mm core lightguide (with a 5-mm ferrule
diameter).

E-Series

The Polygon400 E-Series includes up to three built-in
LED sources, which can be controlled by an external LED
controller. Refer to the wavelength chart below for a list of
currently available LEDs for Polygon-E.

Application

ChR2 stimulation of Hippocampal sices
Courtesy Dr. Geoffrey G. Murphy, University of Michigan.
Recordings made by Dr. Shannon Moore
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Input activation in a 250μm-thick acute cortical section
Courtesy Dr. Theofanis Karayannis, New York University.

Polygon400 Patterned Illumination
Integrating the Polygon400 into a Microscope Platform

1. Microscope Adapter
2. Beam Splitter
(Upright Only)
3. Polygon400
4. LED Controller
5. LED Light Source
(G Series Only)
With Inverted Microscope

With Upright Microscope

Output Power on the Specimen Under Microscope
Wavelength (nm)

Output Power (mW)

Wavelength (nm)

Output Power (mW)

400

14.0

590

3.0

470

15.0

617

14.0

530

4.5

630

14.0

560 Broadband

11.0

656

14.0

Measured with the Polygon E-Series and under a 20x 0.75NA Olympus objective.

Application

Mapping Optically Induced Depolarization
Courtesy Dr. Jacob T. Robinson, Rice
University.

Optogenetic Stimulation of Synaptic Inputs
Courtesy Dr. Jacob T. Robinson, Rice University.

Purkinje cell firing properties unveiled by
optogenetic activation
Courtesy Dr. Lisa Mapelli and Dr. Simona
Tritto, from Egidio D’Angelo’s lab

Single-cell resolution optical control of spiking
Courtesy Matthew Tran and Dr. Blake Richards
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OASIS Implant
Deep-brain Imaging & Stimulation
• In vivo all-optical recording and manipulatiion of neural circuit
activity
•Sub-cellular resolution, high-quality imaging for quantitative analysis;
•Multi-wavelength illumination;
•Patterned stimulation with sub-cellular targeting capability;
•Super-light head mounted fixture, 0.3g
•Modular system design, reconfigurable for different applications.

Deep Brain Calcium Imaging and Fluorescence Tracing

GCaMP imaging of neuronal activity in striatum of
free-moving mouse other lab equipment.

OASIS Implant System Schematic

Fluorescence tracing on selected region of interest

(1) At the heart of the system, an OASIS Implant
platform that connects all the parts together
(2) An Imaging Fiber Probe (IFP, also called
“Fiber Bundle”) that consists of thousands of
mini-fibers, each of which can be independently
addressed. The IFP is used both for delivering images from the live animal to the OASIS
Implant platform, and for delivering light/stimulation from the OASIS Implant platform to the live
animal

(3) A GRIN Lens implant which will be placed into the brain of the live animal;
(4) A Fiber Mount which is used to connect the GRIN lens and the IFP;
(5) A Scientific Camera which is mounted onto the C-mount on the OASIS Implant platform. Images from the deep brain are delivered to the camera by the IFP through the OASIS Implant platform;
(6) Up to two Wide-Field and/or Patterned Illumination Light Sources (such as Mightex’s Polygon400) that can be inserted into the
OASIS Implant platform. The light from the light sources is delivered to the live animal through the IFP; and
(7) Light Source Controllers (e.g. LED controllers etc) that are used to control the wide-field and/or the patterned illumination light
sources.

Superior Deep Brain Imaging & Deep Brain Wide-Field and Patterned Stimulation
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OASIS In vivo Macro & Microscopes
OASIS (Optical Activation, Stimulation & Imaging System)
Translates and Rotates for Live Animal Research
Simultaneously Image & Deliver Wide-field and/or Pattern Illumination
Macro or Microscopic Optical Assembly
Modular Platform Tailors to any Experimental Application
Excellent System for:
In Vivo Optogenetics
Photostimulation
Photoactivation

OASIS Schematic (translation stage & Stereotatic stage)

OASIS Macro

OASIS Macro is designed for low magnification applications that require
a large field of fiew (up to 4.5 x 8.2 mm). With a wider beam path and
infinity corrected optics the macro-imaging system is able to take advantage of low-mag high NA macro objectives. The result is higher illumination intensity covering a larger area when comparing to a commercial
microscope. Imaging sensitivity is also dramatically improved because of
the high NA objective that can collect more fluorescence signal from the
specimen.

OASIS Micro

The OASIS micro-imaging system features infinity-corrected
optics and accepts common microscope objective lenses. This
system will provide a field of view, and output intensity from the
Polygon that is similar to when using a commercial microscope.
Therefore, It is recommended for high resolution application similar to that of typical commercial microscopes.
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LED Light source

In vivo optogenetics starter kit
• Mightex’s optogenetics starter kits are ready-to-use turn-key solution for ChR2 stimulation,
and they feature super-high output power (up to 7.2mW with a 200µm fiber) and ultra-low
power variation (<2%) during rotation. The optogenetics starter kit is typically composed of the
following items:
(1) A 470nm fiber-coupled LED source (P/N: BLS-FCS-0470-100);
(2) An LED controller module;
(3) A fiber-optic rotary joint with SMA connector on one end and ceramic ferrule on the other,
or a fiber-optic patch cord with SMA connector on one end and ceramic ferrule on the other;
(4) Two (2) mating sleeve for ferrule or cannula; and
(5) Four (4) implantable fiber optic cannula (two 5mm in length and two 10mm in length).

BioLED Light Delivery Systems
Mightex BLS-series BioLED light delivery systems are modularized fully-customizable turn-key solutions
for optogenetics, fluorescence excitation, and other bioscience applications. For example, precisely-timed
and high-intensity light pulses are required in optogenetics experiments to activate channelrhodopsins
(ChR2, ChR1 etc.) and halorhodopsins (NpHR) in order to excite and inhibit neurons.
For in vivo stimulations:
Fiber-coupled, single-fiber, single color;
Multi-wavelength fiber coupled, single fiber, multiple colors;
Precision spotlights.
For in vitro stimulations (e.g. cultured neurons and brain slices under microscopes):
Collimator source and microscope sources, single or multiple colors;
Lightguide-coupled;
Wavelength-switchable source (collimated beam or lightguide coupled).
All standard Mightex LED light sources can be integrated into the BLS-series light source system. Furthermore, customers may choose optical heads with different wavelengths and formats to be integrated
with the same control module. Multiple control modules can be ‘stacked’ in software to support more than
4 optical heads.
The control module can be operated without being connected to a computer. Once pulse se-quences are
programmed and stored into the control module (by user through software), the light source can operate alone without a computer. All it needs is a TTL trigger signal to output the user-programmed pulse
sequences.
Mightex BioLED light sources come with a Windows-based operation software featuring an intuitive yet
powerful graphic user interface. A software development kit (SDK) is also provided for user integration into
environment such as Labview and Matlab.
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LED Light source and Camera
Reflective Microscopy LED Sources
RMS-series microscopy LED turn-key systems feature a modular design, and hence they are
scalable and reconfigurable. For example, a single-wavelength system can easily be expandable to a multi-wavelength solution in the future according to your specific applications/needs.
A basic RMS-series microscopy LED turn-key system consists of (1) a BLS-Series High-Power LED Collimator Source, (2) an LED control module, and (3) a microscope adapter.

Two-wavelength

Three-wavelength

Four-wavelength

Mightex multi-wavelength microscopy LED solution is designed with flexibility and upgradability in mind – The light sources work as building blocks
and customers can add new wavelength and/or change wavelength in his setup with most reusability of the parts that they have purchased. Up to
8-wavelengths can be combined.

WheeLEDTM wavelength-switchable LED light source
WheeLEDTM wavelength-switchable LED sources let users manually switch between a
selection of LED sources with different wavelengths and/or white LED’s. A wide range of
wavelengths and white LED’s are available for users to choose from. The selected LEDs
are installed in a compact light source chassis. Users can then switch among the installed
LEDs by manually turning a hand wheel. It delivers a wide range of wavelength choices
in a low-cost solution. the basic setup (Direct Coupling) of Mightex wavelength-switchable
microscopy LED solution consists of:
A WheeLEDTM Wavelength-switchable LED Systems
LED control module
A microscope adapter
Optionally, the user can add lightguide coupling accessories to couple the light into microscope using a liquid lightguide. The key benefit is to damp
the vibration when the user turns the hand wheel to switche between wavelengths, for application that is sensitive to such vibration.

CMOS Cameras
Parameters

SCE-B013-U

SCE-C030-U

Resolution

1,280 x 1,024

2,048 x 1,536 color

Chipset

Micron MT9M001

Micron MT9T001

Pixel Size(μm)

5.2 x 5.2

3.2 x 3.2

Frame Rates(fps)

20 @1,280 x 1,024
45 @800 x 600

6 @2,048 x 1,536
20 @1,024 x 768

Hardware Gains

0.125x ~ 8x

Lens mount

C– mount or CS-mount

Fluorescence Microscopy Cameras
Parameters

CCE-B013-U

CXE-B013-U

Resolution

1,392 x 1,040 Monochrome

1,392 x 1,040 Monochrome

Chipset

1/2” Sony ICX205AL

2/3” Sony ICX285AL

Pixel Size(μm)

4.65 x 4.65

6.45 x 6.45

Frame Rates(fps)

15 @1392 x 1040
49 @348 x 256 (4x4 Bin)

15 @1,392 x 1,040
49 @348 x 256 (4 x 4 Bin)

Hardware Gains(dB)

6 ~ 43

Lens mount

C– mount or CS-mount
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X-Cite Fluorescence Illuminators
X-cite Lamp Systems
X-Cite 120Q

Lamp Type: 120W AC Lamp
Wavelength Range: 320-750nm
Lamp Warranty: 2,000 hours
Mercury Content: 20 mg
Intensity Control: 5-step (Optional)
Consumables: Bulb, Liquid light guide
Coupling: Light guide
High illumination power

X-Cite 120 PCQ

Lamp Type: 120W AC Lamp
Wavelength Range: 320-750nm
Lamp Warranty: 2,000 hours
Mercury Content: 20 mg
Intensity Control: 5-step
Shutter speed: ~200 ms
PC Control: Yes
Consumables: Bulb, Liquid light guide
Coupling: Light guide
PC control
Automated Imaging

X-Cite 200DC

Lamp Type: 200W DC Lamp
Wavelength Range: 340-800nm
Lamp Warranty: 2,000 hours
Mercury Content: 30 mg
Intensity Control: 0-100%
Shutter speed: 5-6 ms (via TTL)
PC Control: TTL shutter
LLG Detection: Yes
Consumables: Bulb, Liquid light guide
Coupling: Light guide
Short exposure times
High speed shuttering

X-Cite exacte

Lamp Type: 200W DC Lamp
Wavelength Range: 340-675 nm
Lamp Warranty: 2,000 hours
Mercury Content: 30 mg
Intensity Control: 100-step
Shutter speed: 5-6 ms (via TTL)
PC Control: Yes
LLG Detection: Yes
Consumables: Bulb, Liquid light guide
Coupling: Light guide
PC control
Automated Imaging
Multi-day experiments

Liquid light guides
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120W Mercury Arc Lamp

200W Mercury Arc Lamp

X-Cite Fluorescence Illuminators
X-cite LED Systems
X-Cite 110LED

LED Type: Broadband
Wavelength Range: 360-660nm
LED Warranty: 25,000 hours
Mercury Content: None
Intensity Control: 1% Increments
Shutter Speed: 1 ms USB, 100 μs TTL
Coupling: Light guide
Broadband Light
Stability
Minimal sample exposure

X-Cite 120LED Boost

LED Type: Broadband
Wavelength Range: 370-700nm
LED Warranty: 25,000 hours
Mercury Content: None
Intensity Control: 1% Increments
Shutter Speed: 500 μs USB, 50 μs TTL
Coupling: Direct Coupling
Broadband Light
Stability
Minimal sample exposure

X-Cite 120LED mini

LED Type: Broadband
Wavelength Range: 370-700nm
LED Warranty: 20,000 hours
Mercury Content: None
Intensity Control: 1% Increments
Shutter Speed: 1 ms USB, 85 μs TTL
Coupling: Direct Coupling
Broadband Light
Stability
Minimal sample exposure

X-Cite XLED1

LED Type: 4 switchable wavelengths
Wavelength Range: 10 LED options (360-750nm)
LED Warranty: 20,000 hours
Mercury Content: None
Intensity Control: 0.1% Increments
Shutter Speed: 500 μs USB, 10 μs TTL
Coupling: Light guide
Fast wavelength switching
Pulsing to increase cell viability
Stable and repeatable
Advanced automation

X-Cite Turbo

LED Type: 6 switchable wavelengths
Wavelength Range: 380-650nm)
LED Warranty: 15,000 hours
Mercury Content: None
Intensity Control: 1% Increments
Shutter Speed: 1 ms USB, 100 μs TTL
Coupling: Light guide
Turbo power in 500-600nm region
Fast wavelength switching
Stable and repeatable
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CCD & CMOS Camera
Electron Multiplying CCD Camera(EM-CCD)
Type Number

EVOLVE 512 Delta

EVOLVE

Effective number of pixles

512 (H) x 512 (V)

512 (H) x 512 (V)

Cell size

16μm (H) x 16μm (V)

16μm (H) x 16μm (V)

Effective area

8.19 mm (H) x 8.19 mm (V)

8.19 mm (H) x 8.19 mm (V)

EM gain

1x to 1000x

1x, 10x to 1200x

Fastest readout speed

67 frames/s to >3000 frames/s

33 frames/s to 748 frames/s

Readout noise with EM-gain

1 electron max.

Cooling temperature @ air

-75 °C

-85 °C

Dark current

0.003 electron/pixel/s

0.001 electron/pixel/s

A/D converter

16 bit

Binning

2x2, 4x4, 8x8

QE

over 90% @ peak

2x2, 4x4, 8x8

Scientific CMOS Camera(sCMOS)
Type Number

PRIME

PRIME 95B

Effective number of pixles

2048 (H) x 2048 (V)

1200 (H) x 1200 (V)

Cell size

6.5μm (H) x 6.5μm (V)

11μm (H) x 11μm (V)

Effective area

13.312 mm (H) x 13.312 mm (V)

13.2 mm (H) x 13.2 mm (V)

Full well capacity

30,000 electrons

80,000 electrons

Quantum efficiency

72%

>95%

Cooling temperature @ air

-10 °C

-10 °C

Dark current

0.06 electron/pixel/s

1.9 electron/pixel/s

Frame rate

100 frames/s @ full resolution

82 frames/s @ 12-bit Data

A/D converter

16-bit

12-bit, 16-bit

Binning

2x2

2x2

QE

over 90% @ peak

OptoSplit
• Works with sensor sizes up to 22mm diagonal (eg 5.5MPixel sCMOS)
• User configurable filter cubes with industry standard filters/dichroics
• Optional magnification or demagnification
• Unsplit mode through either channel or neither(18mm diagonal)
• Intuitive and independent x, y and focal controls
• Accommodates ND filters or chromatic correction lenses
• Standard spectral range from 450 to 900nm
• Supports cropped sensor modes

• Ratiometric ion or voltage imaging
• Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)
• Dual probe widefield microscopy
• TIRF/Spinning disk confocal
• Combined fluorescence/transmitted light microscopy
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CCD & CMOS Camera
Scientific CMOS Camera(sCMOS)
Type Number

Optimos

Sensor Array

1920 (H) x 1080 (V)

Pixel size

6.5μm (H) x 6.5μm (V)

Sensor Dimensions

12.48 mm (H) x 7.02 mm (V)

Peak Quantum efficiency

55% at 600nm

Frame Rate

100 fps at full resolution

Exposure time range

25μs - 30s

Digital Binning

2x2, 4x4, 8x8

Dark current Rate

0.5 e/p/s at 0°C

Cooling

0°C stablilzed at +20°C ambient

Digital interface

SerialLite PCIe

Type Number

Retiga Electro

Sensor type

Sony ICX-825 Scientific Interline CCD

CCD Array

1360 x 1024

Pixel size

6.45μm x 6.45μm

Peak Quantum efficiency

75% at 600nm

Frame rate

25 fps @ full resolution, 40 fps @ 2 x 2 binned

Cooling temperature @ air

15 °C
Thermoelectric cooling with
convection

-15 °C
Thermoelectric cooling with air

Dark current

0.036 electron/pixel/s

0.001 electron/pixel/s

Digital interface

USB 3.0

Binning

2 x 2, 4 x 4, 6 x 6, 8 x 8, 12 x 12, 16 x 16

Type Number

Retiga R3

Retiga R6

Sensor type

Sony ICX-674 Interline CCD

Sony ICX-695 Interline CCD

CCD Array

1920 x 1460

2688 x 2200

Pixel size

4.54μm x 4.54μm

4.54μm x 4.54μm

Peak Quantum efficiency

75% at 600nm

Frame rate

14.4 fps @ full resolution
24.1 fps @ 2 x 2 binned

7.1 fps @ full resolution
12.8 fps @ 2 x 2 binned

Cooling temperature @ air

-12 °C

-12 °C

Dark current

0.0008 electron/pixel/s

0.0009 electron/pixel/s

Digital interface

USB 3.0

Binning

2 x 2, 4 x 4, 6 x 6, 8 x 8, 12 x 12, 16 x 16

Type Number

MicroPublisher 6

Sensor type

Sony ICX-695 Interline CCD (Color)

CCD Array

2688 x 2200

Pixel size

4.54μm x 4.54μm

Frame rate

7.1 fps @ full resolution Color or Monochrome
12.81 fps @ 2 x 2 binned

Cooling temperature @ air

-12 °C

Dark current

0.0007 electron/pixel/s

Digital interface

USB 3.0

Scientific Interline CCD
Retiga R1

Scientific Interline Color CCD
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CCD & CMOS Camera
Electron Multiplying CCD Camera(EM-CCD)
Type Number

ImagEM X2

ImagEM X2-1K

Effective number of pixles

512 (H) x 512 (V)

1024 (H) x 1024 (V)

Cell size

16μm (H) x 16μm (V)

13μm (H) x 13μm (V)

Effective area

8.19 mm (H) x 8.19 mm (V)

13.3 mm (H) x 13.3 mm (V)

EM gain

1x, 4x to 1200x

1x, 10x to 1200x

Fastest readout speed

70.4 frames/s to 1076 frames/s

18.5 frames/s to 314 frames/s

Readout noise with EM-gain

1 electron max.

Cooling temperature @ air

-80 °C

-65 °C

Dark current

0.005 electron/pixel/s

0.01 electron/pixel/s

A/D converter

16 bit

Binning

2x2, 4x4, 8x8, 16x16

QE

over 90% @ peak

2x2, 4x4

Scientific CMOS Camera(sCMOS)

W-view GEMINI

Type Number

Flash 4.0 LT

Flash 4.0 V3

Effective number of pixles

2048 (H) x 2048 (V)

2048 (H) x 2048 (V)

Cell size

6.5μm (H) x 6.5μm (V)

6.5μm (H) x 6.5μm (V)

Effective area

13.312 mm (H) x 13.312 mm (V)

13.312 mm (H) x 13.312 mm (V)

Full well capacity

30,000 electrons

30,000 electrons

Quantum efficiency

Over 70% @ 600nm

82% peak QE

Cooling temperature @ air

10 °C

-10 °C

Dark current

0.6 electron/pixel/s

0.06 electron/pixel/s

Frame rate

30 frames/s @ full resolution

100 frames/s @ full resolution

A/D converter

16 bit

Binning

2x2, 4x4

Wide field of view and high speed Ca2+ imaging of YC3.60
expressing ASER neuron in C.elegans

Ca2+ response of ASER neuron
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2x2, 4x4

Fast Ca2+ imaging of YC3.60 expressing
HeLa cell (33 fps)

CCD & CMOS Camera
Infrared CCD Monochrome Video Camera
Type Number

IR-1000 E

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

>56dB

Shading

<5% overall

Sensitivity

.05fc(0.5 lux) on sensing area @ 3200K

Active Picture Elements

752 (H) x 582 (V)

Picture Element Size

8.6 um (H) x 8.3 um (V)

Horizontal Resolution

560 TVL

Vetical Rate

50Hz (CCIR)

Horizontal Rate

15,625 Hz

Real-time edge enhancement greatly increases fine detail
Automatic contrast - When a scene changes, the electronics automatically and instantaneously readjust to achieve optimum contrast

Auto contrast with dark
object in field of view

Auto contrast without dark
object in field of view

4K ULTRA HD Microscopy camera
Type Number

UHD-4K Camera

Sensor Type

3-CMOS HD Micro Prism, RGB

Imaging Sensor Size

1/3 inch CMOS

Output Resolution Matrix

Horizontal: 3840, Vertical: 2160UHD 4K mode Horizontal: 1920,
Vertical: 1080 HD 1080p/1080i

Output Resolution H & V

1600 TV lines standard Ultra HD 4K mode1000 TV lines or more
1080p/1080i modes

Sensitivity

F5.6 standard (59.94 Hz setting)F6.1 standard (50 Hz setting)

Minimum Illumination

19.5 lx (5.94 Hz setting)16.2 lx (50 Hz setting)

Color Matrix (hue, gain, chroma)

R, R-Ye, Ye, Ye-G, G, G-Cy, Cy, Cy-B, B, B-Mg, Mg, Mg-R (12 hue/
gain adjustment)

Digital Noise Reduction

ON; OFF

Infrared CCD Monochrome Video Camera
Type Number

C3077-80

Imaging device

2/3 inch frame transfer CCD

Effective number of pixels

648 (H) x 484 (V)

Cell size

14 μm (H) × 14 μm (V)

Output signal (Analog)

1.0 V p-p sync negative 75 Ω unbalanced

Frequency of horizontal/vertical

15.734 Hz / 59.94 Hz

Sync type

Internal / External

External sync signal

HD / VD (Signal level : TTL)

Analog gain

AGC / Standard / Variable
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Triple Micromanipulator

SMALLEST HIGH PERFORMANCE MICROMANIPULATORS FOR ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY,
MICROINJECTIONS AND OPTOGENETICS!
• 20 mm range with 7 nm resolution (XYZ)
• Zero drift solid-state technology
• Totally powered off during recordings
• Easy-to-use pipette exchange mechanisms
• Compact battery operated controller
• Up to 14 manipulator systems
“It is a dream to use. It has run stably without any issues or hiccups, the preset speeds are great, covering the
full range of what I need”
Dr. Christian Wilms, Häusser Lab, University College London

Specification comparison
SENSAPEX

Scientifica microstar

Burleigh PCS6200

Sutter MPC-265

Operating Principle

Linear piezo-drive

Stepper motor

Stepper motor + Piezo

Stepper motor

Positioning range
(X / Y / Z mm)

20 / 20 / 20

14 / 20 / 20

25 / 25 / 25 (motor)
0.15 / 0.15 / 0.15 (piezo)

12.5 / 25 / 25

Step resolution

7 nm

20 nm

1.6 μm / 60 nm (piezo)

63 nm

Max. speed [mm/s]

5 mm/s

NA

3.5 mm/s

2.9 mm/s

Size [WxHxL mm]

39 x 87 x 77

68 x 125 x 200

213 x 188 x 175

42 x 110 x 160

Cell impalement

Adjustable piezo thrust

NA

NA

NA

Controller

Compact, Stand-alone
Battery operated
Up to 14 manipulators

Rack controller + remote
Mains, AC 50/60 Hz
Up to 2 manipulators

Rack controller + remote
Mains, AC 50/60 Hz
Up to 2 manipulators

Rack controller + remote
Mains, AC 50/60 Hz
Up to 2 manipulators

Pipette exchange

Back-flip (+slide)
Side-rotate (+slide)

Back-slide

Back-slide
Side-rotate

Side-rotate

8 manipulator system
architecture

1 controller
Connector hub

4 rack controllers
4 remotes

4 table top controllers
4 remotes

4 rack controllers
2 remotes
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New Triple Micromanipulator

Compact plug-and-play
systems with unlimited
scalability

Zero drift solid-state
drives with integrated
closed loop control

20mm range with 5nm
resolution and 50nm
repeatability

Virtual and physical
4th axis options

Easy to use electrode
exchange mechanisms

Millisecond level
synchrony for
automated positioning

“A good micromanipulator is solidly constructed and compact, so that the moment arm from the tip of the electrode, through the
body of the manipulator, to the cell in the chamber, is as short as possible. Ideally, the micromanipulator should be attached close
to the chamber; preferably bolted directly to the microscope stage.”
The Axon Guide: Electrophysiology and Biophysics Laboratory Techniques. 3rd Edition (2012).

Micromanipulator

Touch Screen Controller

Rotary Wheel remote interface

“Importantly, approaching a cell at the lower speeds is smooth with minimal tip vibration thus minimizing tissue and cell
disruption during patch formation. Once a recording is established in cell-attached or whole-cell modes the manipulators
are extremely stable allowing for prolonged monitoring of neuronal activity.”
Dr. Kenneth Pelkey, McBain lab, NIH.
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Confocal Raman Microscope
Confotec® NR500

• Simultaneous/Multifunctional Analysis:
Raman measurements
Luminiscent measurements
Laser Reflection and Transmission Measurements
3D high-contrast images in reflected light
3D Raman confocal measurements
Information about spectral and polarization propertis of a sample

• Spatial resolution:
horizontal up to 200 nm
axial up to 500 nm
• Wide spectral range:
785nm: spectral range 50 - 3700cm-1
633nm: spectral range 60 - 6700cm-1
488nm: spectral range 150 - 10000cm-1

Signal decrease from 90 % to 10 % at 200
nm, λ=514 nm, 100Х immersion lens
Resolution along Z-axis.
The reflection from silicon wafer, obtained by
moving the objective lens along the Z axis.
FW HW - 442 nm, λ=488 nm, 100x objective
lens.

Specially designed monochromator-spectrograph
with unique parameters:
spectral resolution up to 0.006 nm, astigmatism less
than 5 µm. Absolute wavelength accurasy: about
0.016 nm (for grating 2400 l/mm).
Pinhole spectral image at CCD camera.
Pixel size: 12 µm.
Pinhole size: 12 µm. Image size: 1.5 pixel
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Raman spectrum of Si wafer. Si (4) peak is
clearly detected. Si (1) and Si (2) are in deep
saturation. Confocal mode. Accumulation
time - 60 seconds.
488 nm laser, 5 mW power

Confocal Raman Microscope
Confotec® NR350, MR520, MR750, MR150

Gemstone Identification using Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectra (λex= 532 nm) of diamond

Raman spectra (λex= 532 nm) of zircon

Analysis of pharmaceutical tablets by Raman spectroscopy
Raman confocal microscopy is widely used in
pharmaceutics. Such technique allows identify
chemical compounds and molecular conformers
in various drugs. Measuring the distribution of the
ingredients in the tablet is important for monitoring
the manufacturing process and impurity testing.

Raman spectra of Aspirin (green color)
and Paracetamol (red color)

In this application note Confotec MR520 instrument is used for study of the pharmaceutical tablet
containing two active components - Aspirin and
Paracetamol, to demonstrate capabilities of Raman technique. These active ingredients should
Distribution of chemical compounds be combined uniformly to produce a quality tablet.
in the tablet. Green color corresponds Homogeneous distribution of components will imto Aspirin. Red color corresponds to prove compression characteristics of tablets, their
Paracetamol.
hardness and lifetime.

The use of Raman confocal methods for Depth Analysis of Multilayer Polymer Films

Principle of confocal detection.
Depth profile (XZ Raman confocal imaging) on a multilayer polymer film. Different polymer layers are clearly
observed: polypropylene (red), acrylic adhesive layer
(green), polyethylene terephthalate (blue).
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